Pathways of transcript splicing in yeast mitochondria. Mutations in intervening sequences of the split gene COB reveal a requirement for intervening sequence-encoded products.
We have studied the transcript processing of the split gene COB (or BOX) in yeast mtDNA, in both wild type and cob- mutants. Using various DNA fragments specific for coding or intervening sequences of this gene, we have determined the composition of splicing intermediates by DNA/RNA hybridization. The pattern of splicing intermediates detected in wild type reveals differing rates of the five splicings resulting in an apparent pathway of processing rather than an absolute order among the five cut and splice events. Effects of mutations in four of the five sequences have been studied. All of them interfere with transcript processing. Some block the excision of the sequence mutated only, but allow other splicing events to occur essentially as in the wild type. They suggest that in these mutants any order of splicings is possible, but that some are preferred. In contrast, other mutations located in four different sequences block several splicings simultaneously and thus suggest the existence of an obligatory order of events. In order to reconcile these findings we discuss the following hypotheses. (i) Some intervening sequences in COB specify products which are involved in transcript splicing; (ii) the biosynthesis of trace amounts of these products occurs on splicing intermediates. Their formation requires a certain order of splicing events to occur on a small number of COB transcripts. (iii) If expressed and functional, the intervening sequence-encoded products, together with other components, act on the bulk of COB transcripts, resulting in the steady state pattern of splicing intermediates observed in wild type.